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Abstract 
Let V UF W be a Heegaard splitting of a closed, connected, orientable 3-manifold A4 with 
genus 12. We introduce a reduction complexity, S, for the Heegaard splitting, and conclude that: 
(I) 6 2 max(2, n} if and only if V UF W is reducible; (2) 6 > 2 if and only if V UF W is weakly 
reducible, and (3) 6 > n if and only if A4 has exactly 6 - n connected sum factors which are 
homeomorphic to S’ x 5”. 
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0. Introduction 
We work in the piecewise linear category and all 3-manifolds are assumed to be 
connected, orientable and, except for handlebodies, to be closed. Submanifolds in a 3- 
manifold are assumed to be in general position. All the concepts and notations not defined 
in the paper are standard, see, for example [ 1,2]. However, the main results in this paper 
can be extended to connected compact orientable 3-manifolds with nonempty boundary 
by similar arguments. 
A handlebody H is the boundary connected sum of a finite number of copies of 
S’ x D2. A collection A = (01, . . , Dk} of pairwise disjoint disks properly embedded 
in H is called a subsystem of H if A does not separate H. If the manifold obtained 
from H by cutting open H along A is a 3-disk, we say that A is a complete system 
of H. Each disk in a subsystem of H is called a meridian disk of H. We often use the 
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boundary of a subsystem of H to denote the corresponding subsystem when this causes 
no confusion. It is clear that a subsystem of H can be extended to a complete system 
of H. 
Let M be a 3-manifold. A Heegaard splitting of M is a representation of M as VUF W, 
where V and W are homeomorphic handlebodies with VnW = OV = aW = F. F itself 
is called the splitting surface. The genus of V UF W is defined to be the genus of F. 
A Heegaard splitting V UF W is said to be reducible if there are essential disks D 
and E in V and W respectively so that aD = aE, and is said to be weakly reducible 
if there are essential disks D and E in V and W respectively so that aD and OE are 
disjoint on F. It is easy to see that a reducible Heegaard splitting is weakly reducible. 
It is a theorem of Haken [3] that any Heegaard splitting of a reducible 3-manifold is 
reducible, and a theorem of Casson and Gordon [4, Theorem 3.11 that if V UJT- W is 
a weakly reducible Heegaard splitting of M then either M contains an incompressible 
surface or V UF W is reducible. 
Let V U_F W be a Heegaard splitting of M with genus 72. In this paper, we introduce 
the so-called reduction complexity for V UF W as follows: 
Let wp = {WI,. . . ,u,}, wq = {wi,. . , w,} E F be any subsystems of V, W respec- 
tively. Denote 
c=c(vu~w)={( ZIP, WQ) 1 VP n wq = 0, p, q 3 1 }. 
The reduction complexity, 6 = 6(V UF W), of V UF W is defined as 
b=max{z]s=p+q, (v”,w~)EC(VUFW)}, ifC(VUFW)#0. 
When C(V Up W) = 0, we define 6 = 1. 
The reduction complexity 6 can be used to detect the complexity of the reducibility 
of a Heegaard splitting V UF W for M as described by the following main theorems of 
this paper: 
Theorem 1. V UF W is weakly reducible if and only if b > 2. 
Theorem 2. V UF W is reducible if and only if b 3 max{ 2, n}. 
Theorem 3. M has exactly 1 (> 0) connected sum factors which are homeomorphic to 
5” xS2ifandonlyif6=n-+1. 
Connecting Theorems I,2 and the main theorem (Theorem 3. l), together with its proof 
in [4], we can get the following corollary which is a refinement of Casson-Gordon’s 
Theorem 3.1 in [4]. 
Corollary. Let V UF W be a Heegaard splitting of M with genus n > 2. Then 
(1) V UF W is reducible if and only if b > n; 
(2) if 2 < S < n, then M contains an incompressible sur&ace with genus n - 6. 
The proofs of the main theorems are included in Section 1. 
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1. The reduction complexity 
Let VUF W be a Heegaard splitting of M. Recall the definition of the weak reducibility 
of a Heegaard splitting. Clearly a Heegaard splitting V UF W is weakly reducible if and 
only if there exists meridian disks D in V and E in W with aD n aE = 8. Therefore 
from the definition of reduction complexity we can immediately get 
Theorem 1. V Up W is weakly reducible if and only if 6 > 2. 
Now we come to 
Theorem 2. V UF W is reducible if and only if 6 > max(2, n}. 
Proof. First we assume that V UF W is reducible. By definition, there exist essential 
disks D, E in V, W respectively with aD = aE = J. 
(1) J does not separate F. Then D is a meridian disk of V. If g( F) = 1, it is easy to see 
6 = 2. If g(F) > 2, aE can be extended to a complete system w = { aE, ~2, . . , wTL}. 
Sofi>n+l>n. 
(2) J separates F. Then D divides V into two handlebodies VI, I5 with positive 
genus, and E divides W into two handlebodies WI, W2. Say V, n WI = aK n i3W, = 
aV, - int(D) = a WI - int(E). Choose complete systems P , wn2 of VI, W2 respectively 
with V”’ n D = 8, wnz n E = 8, where nt = g(Vl), n2 = g(W2) and nt +n2 = n, then 
v7” . w7Q are subsystems of V, W respectively with wni ntP2 = 0. Thus b > nt +n2 = n. 
In the following we assume 6 > max(2,n). The case n = 1 is trivial. We only 
need to consider the case n > 2. In this situation, 6 3 n. By definition, there exist 
subsystems ‘u = {VI,. . , wp}, w = {WI,. . . , wq} C F in V, W respectively with 
?/ n w = 0, p, q 3 1 and p + q = n. Let 5’ denote the surface obtained by cutting F open 
along w U w, and ~1, UQ (wj~jl, wj2 respectively) the two cutting sections corresponding 
to 21, (or wj), 1 < i < p, 1 < j 6 q. Write 2)* = {vik, 1 6 i < p, Ic = 1,2}, w* = 
{w3~, 1 < j < q, k = 1,2}. We divide it into two cases to discuss: 
Case (1): S is connected. Then 5’ is a 2-sphere with 2n holes. Choose an S.C.C. L in 
int(S) such that L divides S into two planar surfaces St, 5’2 with, say, zi* c a,!?, w* c 
a&. Thus L bounds both essential disks D and E in V and W respectively. Therefore 
V UF W is reducible. 
Cuse (2): S is not connected. We assert that S has at least one component with genus 
0, i.e. it’s a planar surface. 
Let St,. , S, be all components of S, m 3 2. Write ni = g(S), 1 < i < m. Since 
each of v, w does not separate F, aSl has one component, say opt E v* U w*, with 
or,2 E Si, i 3 2. Without loss of generality, let i = 2. By gluing St and 5’2 along or, we 
get a connected surface 5’4 with g(Si) = nl + n2. Repeat the same operations step by 
step and finally we get a connected surface Sk with g(Sk) = nt + . . . + n,. aS’k has 
n - (m - 1) pairs of paired cutting sections. We can recover F from Sk by gluing them 
paired. Thus g(F) = n = nl + . . . + n, + n - (m - l), which implies some nk = 0. 
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Say ni = 0, that is, St is a planar surface. Since both F-v and F - w are connected, 
we have aSi n v* # 0 and aSi n w* # 0. As in case 1 we can choose an essential S.C.C. 
L in int(Si) c F which bounds essential disks in both V and W. Hence the theorem 
follows. 0 
Theorem 3. M has exactly 1 > 0 connected sum factors which are homeomorphic to 
S’xS2ifandonlyifb=n+l. 
We need the following lemma to prove Theorem 3. 
Lemma. For V UF W, assume b - n = 1 > 0. Then there exist subsystems {VI,. . . , vl}. 
and{wI,..., wt} C F of V, W respectively with vi = wi, 1 < i < 1. 
Before giving the proof of the lemma, we simply recall the definition of slide of 
subsystems. 
Let Jt , 52 be two nontrivial, disjoint and nonparallel simple closed curves (s.c.c.) on a 
connected surface S, /? a simple arc on S connecting JI and J2 with /3 n (J1 U 41) = a@. 
A regular neighborhood of p U 51 U 52 on S has three boundary components. The one, 
say J’, which is not isotopic to J1 nor J2 is called a band sum of 51 and 52 along 
p. We say that {J’, J2) is obtained from {JI, 52) by an elementary slide. Let r be a 
family of pairwise disjoint simple closed curves on S. We say r slide to P if I” can be 
obtained from r by a finite number of elementary slides. If r, I” c i3V are two systems 
of a handlebody V, it is known that r slides to r’ (up to isotopy) and vice versa. The 
following observation is a direct consequence of the above definition. 
Observation. Let S be a connected planar sur$ace with m (> 1) boundary components. 
Then each (m - 1)-subset of 3s can slide to any other (m - 1)-subset of i3S. 
Proof of Lemma. By the definition of 6, there exist subsystems xn = {xi, . , q,}, YQ = 
{Yl, ‘. ., yq}cFofV, Wrespectivelysuchxpnyq=0,p+q=n+l, l<p,q<n. 
Let m be the maximum number subject to the condition that the surface S obtained 
from F by cutting F along xn U ym is connected, where ylm is a m-subset of yq. Then 
p + m 6 n. Say ym = {yt , . . . , y,}. 
First we assume p + m = n. Thus S is a 2-sphere with 2n holes. Let S’ be the surface 
obtained from S by cutting open S along y4 - ym = {ym+i, . , yn+l} (m + 1 = q). 
Then S’ consists of I+ 1 connected components, say 5’1, . . , $+I. Let xij, yij, x*, y* be 
defined the same as uij, wij, vu*, w* in the proof of Theorem 2. Without losing generality, 
we assume that yTn+t,i is one of the boundary components of Si. Since S is connected, 
it is easy to see that ym+i,2 is not in OSi ; and since F - yq is connected, i3Si contains 
at least one curve in x*. Let Li be an S.C.C. in int(Si) which cuts Si into two planar 
surfaces Si 1, $2 with x* t-St c 85’11 and y* n St c &Siz. By the above observation, the 
subsystem yq of W can, via St=, slide to a subsystem {yi, . . , ym, L1, ym+2,. . , yq}. 
SI I contains one boundary component, say xi 1, such that 212 is not in OS, 1, otherwise 
F - yQ is not connected, contradicting the property of yq. Thus the subsystem xP can, 
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via Si 1, slide to a subsystem { ~51, x2, . . , xp}. Repeating the same operation step by step 
and finally we can slide the subsystems xp, y4 of V, W into VP = {wt , . . , up}, w* = 
{WI, . , wq} respectively with ‘ui = wi for 1 < i < 1. 
We now consider the case of p + m < n. This implies the surface obtained from 
S by cutting S open along {ym+t , . . , yq} has q - m + 1 connected components 
T~,...,T~-rn+l. Write gi = g(Ti), 1 < i < q - m + 1, then n = p + m + g1 + . 
+g,_,,+l.Notethatp+q=n+Z,sowehaveq-m=Z+gl+...+g,_,+l which 
implies that at least Z + 1 of the qi are equal to 0. Say gr = . = gr+i = 0, then 
TI, . . , TL+I are planar surfaces. The rest of the proof is similar to the proof of case 
p+m=n. 0 
We are now in a position to prove Theorem 3. 
Proof of Theorem 3. Let T = r(M) be the exact number of all the connected sum 
factors of A4 which are homeomorphic to S’ x S2. If b < n, by Haken’s Lemma [3,4], 
no connected factor of M is homeomorphic to Si x S2. In the following we suppose 
Z=&n>O. 
From the lemma we have Z < r, because the spheres in M composed of the essential 
disks corresponding to vi = wi are nonseparating and hence define S’ x S2 factors of M. 
Let S be a 2-sphere in M which does not separate M. Recall Haken’s Lemma and its 
proof, there exists a 2-sphere S’ in M which is obtained from S by ambient l-surgery 
and isotopies (refer to [4]) such that S’ meets F in a single circle vt which does not 
separate F. Thus there is a 2-sphere S” in M which meets F in a single circle and 
M = Ml #S~J M2, where MI 2 S1 x Sz and S’ is an essential 2-sphere in Ml. Let 
F’ = F - F fl Ml + S” n V, then M2 has a Heegaard splitting of genus g(F) - 1, with 
the Heegaard surface F’. It is easy to see r(M2) = T - 1. Repeat the same operation step 
by step and finally we can obtain r pairwise disjoint nonseparating 2-spheres St, . . . , S, 
with Si n F = vi a single circle for 1 < i < T. Moreover, (~1, . . , q} is a subsystem 
in both V and W. Hence 6 3 g(F) + T and so Z 3 T. Therefore T = 1. 
The proof is completed. 0 
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